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Two alternative interpretations of the quantum collapse are proposed: a time-ordered and a
timeless one. The time-ordered interpretation implies that the speed of light can be defined in an
absolute way, while the timeless quantum collapse implies relativity and can be reckoned as covariant
too. An experiment is proposed to decide between these two interpretations, which may also be
considered a test of Bohm’s “preferred frame” assumption.
Introduction.—A main postulate of standard quantum
mechanics is that the decision of the outcome happens at
the moment of detection (“wavefunction collapse”). This
implies a nonlocal coordination of the detectors, which
cannot be explained by influences propagating with ve-
locity v ≤ c. So early as 1927, at the 5th Solvay confer-
ence, Einstein objected to this postulate by means of a
single-particle gedanken-experiment. The quantum col-
lapse, he argued, involves “an entirely peculiar mecha-
nism of action at a distance, which [...] implies to my
mind a contradiction with the postulate of relativity.”
[1].
Astonishingly Einstein’s gedanken-experiment in 1927
has been first realized in 2012 by the single-photon ex-
periment presented in [2]. This experiment demon-
strates nonlocally coordinated detector’s behavior, and
also highlights something Einstein did not mention: Non-
locality is necessary to preserve such a fundamental prin-
ciple as energy conservation.[2]
But what about Einstein’s claim that there is “a con-
tradiction” between quantum nonlocality and relativity?
In this paper we address this question and propose a
new experiment that proves Einstein wrong: The stan-
dard postulate of the “wavefunction collapse” can be in-
terpreted as happening without any time-order and pre-
ferred frame, so that it not only does not contradict rel-
ativity, but rather implies it. To this aim, the setup of
[2] is completed with an interferometer as sketched in
Figure 1. This makes it possible to perform a new ver-
sion of the Michelson-Morley experiment [9] that uses
single-photons and two detectors (instead of only one).
In this context the assumption of a “time-ordered col-
lapse” means that one of the two detectors decides first
to fire or not to fire, and determines how the other de-
tector behaves thereafter. And this means that it is pos-
sible to define the velocity of light in an absolute way
with relation to a preferred referential frame. There-
fore the confirmation of relativity by a refreshed negative
Michelson-Morley result is also a falsification of the time-
ordered formulation of nonlocality at detection, and we
argue that it may even be considered to refute Bohm’s
“preferred frame” assumption as well.
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FIG. 1: Single-photon space-like Michelson-Morley
experiment: The assumption of a time-ordered (non-
covariant) collapse at the detectors A and B implies that one
can define the velocity of light in an absolute way with relation
to a preferred referential frame, and this implies a positive re-
sult, that is: the detection counting rates should change when
the interferometer is rotated by 90 ◦ ( see text).
Time-ordered collapse.—Consider the experiment de-
picted in Figure 1: A source produces pairs of photons
and one of them is used for heralding, i.e. to signaling the
presence of a photon in the interferometer and opening
the counting gate, as indicated in [2]. The other photon
enters the interferometer through the beam-splitter BS
and, after reflection in the mirrors, leaves through BS
again and gets detected. Each interferometer’s arm is
supposed to have equal length L.
Such interference experiments can be considered the
entry into the quantum world. With sufficiently weak
intensity of light, only one of the two detectors clicks:
either A or B (photoelectric effect). Nevertheless, for cal-
culating the counting rates of each detector one must
take into account information about the two paths lead-
ing from the laser source to the detector (interference
effect). If a ∈ {+1,−1} labels the detection value, ac-
cording to whether detector A or detector B clicks, the
probability of getting a is given by:
P (a) =
1
2
(1 + a cosΦ) (1)
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2where Φ = ωτ is the phase parameter, ω the angular
frequency, and τ the optical path difference i.e., the dif-
ference between the times light take to travel each path of
the interferometer. If one assumes the same light speed
in the two paths of the interferometer, then τ = l−sc . The
phase Φ can be changed by means of a mobil mirror C.
As said, according to standard quantum mechanics
which detector clicks (the outcome) is decided by a choice
on the part of nature when the information about the two
paths reaches the detectors. And this implies a coordi-
nated behavior on the part of A and B, no matter how
far away from each other these detectors are.
On the other hand the experiment in Figure 1 can be
used to a single-photon version of the Michelson-Morley
experiment, which in 1887 provided the observational ba-
sis for relativity.
Suppose now that one describes the coordination be-
tween the two detectors A and B as a time-ordered influ-
ence fulfilling the two following conditions:
a) it happens with infinite speed,
b) the decision at one of the detectors happens first
and determines (“is the cause of”) the decision at the
second detector.
The condition a) implies that the time-order invoked
in b) can only arise from the assumption that the light
needs more time to travel from the source to detector A
than to detector B, or viceversa. And this assumption
requires that the velocity of light can be defined in an
absolute way, with relation to some “preferred frame”.
Accordingly one can expect that the reproduction of the
Michelson-Morley experiment with the setup of Figure 1
gives a positive result (i.e. shows a shift of the counting
rates of A and B). If by contrast the experiment upholds
frame independence for the speed of the light, this result
implies frame independence for the collapse as well, or in
other words, it rules out the time-ordered description of
the quantum collapse and confirms the timeless one.
The single-photon space-like Michelson-Morley
experiment.—Consider the experiment of Figure 1 with
one of the arms oriented in the direction of the Earth’s
motion. According to the “preferred frame” assumption,
if the Earth moves with velocity v relative to the “pre-
ferred frame”, the travel time of the light through each
interferometer’s arm exhibits a difference given by:
τ1 = L
v2
c3
(2)
By rotating the interferometer 90◦ one interchanges
the orientation of the two paths relative to the “preferred
frame” and gets the following travel time difference for
the light:
τ2 = −Lv
2
c3
(3)
Taking account of (2) and (3) the phase shift after
rotation of the interferometer is given by:
∆Φ = 2piν(τ1 − τ2) = 4pi c
λ
L
v2
c3
= 4pi
L
λ
v2
c2
(4)
where ν means the frequency and λ the wavelength of
the photons.
Like in the original Michelson-Morley experiment [9]
we take v = 30km/s as the orbital velocity of the Earth
around the Sun [10], and assume that at some moment
of the day (because of the Earth rotation) one of the
arms will be oriented near to the direction of the “pre-
ferred frame”. According to [2] we assume photons of
wavelength about λ = 1550nm.
Taking account of the results in [2] for the counting
rates in each of the detectors A and B and the noise, we
try to get a well testable prediction by setting parame-
ters such that the counting rate changes from PA = 0.50
to PA = 0.25 in Alice’s detector, and from PB = 0.50
to PB = 0.75 in Bob’s one when the interferometer is
rotated by 90◦. According to (1) this counting rate shift
corresponds to a phase shift of ∆Φ = pi6 , and from (4)
one gets the following length L:
4pi
L
λ
v2
c2
=
pi
6
⇒ L = 6.25m (5)
Hence, if one uses an interferometer fulfilling (5), the
“preferred frame” theory predicts that at some moment
of the day the counting rates of the detectors A and B
fulfill:
PB − PA = 0, before rotation of 90◦
PB − PA = 0.50, after rotation of 90◦ (6)
Equation (6) provides a clear trial of the “preferred
frame” assumption.
We denote RHA the total number of coincident counts
at detector H and detector A during the time of measure-
ment, and RH(A) the total number of counts at detector
H alone during the same measurement; RHB and RH(B)
denote similar quantities for the measurement with H
and B. All these quantities can directly be obtained by
measurement and are related to the probabilities in (6)
by the equations:
PA =
RHA
RH(A)
, PB =
RHB
RH(B)
(7)
therefore the prediction of the “preferred frame” assump-
tion (6) can be tested by experiment.
Simultaneity of detection at A and B can be guaran-
teed to within 1ns by the matched length of fiber both
before and inside the detectors. Thus if the detectors
3A and B are separated by d > 0.3m, the correspond-
ing decisions at A and B are space-like separated [2]. In
accord with the results in [2] we assume that there are
no triple coincident counts at the detectors H, A and
B, and therefore A and B behavior requires nonlocal co-
ordination. Then falsification of the “preferred frame”
assumption by the experiment of Figure 1 rules out the
time-ordered collapse, and upholds at the same time the
relativity. And on its turn relativity implies that the
timeless quantum collapse is nonlocal and comes from
outside the space-time.
Discussion.—This experiment (Figure 1) has relevant
implications regarding the interpretation of quantum me-
chanics:
Non-covariant and covariant collapse.—Suppose Charlie
changes the settings of the mobile mirror C in the setup
of Figure 1, and consequently the firing rates of the detec-
tors A and B. Thereby he produces a correlation between
the mirror’s settings and the behavior of the detectors,
and can send a message to Alice and Bob. Such a proce-
dure is a paramount example of relativistic causality that
can be used for communication through signaling (e.g.:
phoning). When using the term “Lorentz invariance” or
“covariance” one should distinguish two different mean-
ings:
1) The observed correlations and the corresponding re-
lation cause-effect are independent of the observer’s in-
ertial frame.
2) The time-order between two causally linked events
is the same in any inertial frame, that is for any observer.
The meaning 2) reveals the widespread cognitive ten-
dency to tie causality to time, which in my opinion is at
the origin of the prejudice that relativity and quantum
mechanics are “incompatible”. Like John Bell I whole-
heartedly claim that “correlations cry out for explana-
tion”, and consider correlation as the very sign of causal-
ity. Nonetheless I disconnect causality from time-order.
So (in line with [11], p. 331) I consider that both, the
correlation between the settings of the mobile mirror C
and the counting rates of the detectors A and B, and the
correlation between the two detectors A and B, reveal a
causal relation. While the former can be linked to a time-
order and used by Charlie for phoning to Alice or Bob,
the second one comes from outside the space-time and
cannot be controlled by Alice and Bob for phoning. In
both cases the correlation is independent of the observer’s
inertial frame.
Accordingly I suggest to use the term “covariance”
only with the meaning 1) above, and consider “covari-
ant” both, the relativistic local correlation between the
mirror and each detector, and the quantum nonlocal cor-
relation between the two detectors A and B. By contrast
the time-ordered picture of the collapse (tying causality
to time) is non-covariant. In this sense the experiment
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FIG. 2: 2-particle entanglement experiment with mov-
ing detector: The attempt to order the quantum collapse
using the referential frames of the detectors (see text) con-
flicts with relativity: A1 in red means that Alice can break
the nonlocal coordination between detector A1 and detector
B2 by changing the state of movement of A1 to set up before-
before timing. Then the rate of the joint outcomes (A2, B2)
depends on the settings of detector A1, and Alice (operat-
ing upon A1) can message to Bob (watching at B2 and A2)
faster-than-light.
of Figure 1 shows that both relativity and quantum me-
chanics are “covariant” or share “Lorentz invariance”,
and test this feature against the proposed non-covariant
nonlocal collapse.
To complete the analysis it is interesting to discuss the
possibility of defining a time-ordered collapse using differ-
ent frames, instead of a unique absolute preferred frame.
This is what achieves the Multisimultaneity model, which
combines time-ordered causality and the relativity of si-
multaneity by using the frames of the measuring devices
[5]: Suppose that in in the experiment of Figure 1 one
sets the two detectors moving away from each other so
that the decision at detector A in the inertial frame of A
happens before the decision at B, and the decision at B,
in the inertial frame of B, happens before the decision at
A (before-before timing). Since each detector’s decision
cannot be determined by the decision at the other, the
model predicts the disappearance of the nonlocal corre-
lation leading to the violation of the conservation of en-
ergy in the single quantum events. This prediction can
be considered ruled out by the experiment in [2].
Additionally, by means of the thought experiment
sketched in Figure 2 (which reproduces an argument by
Andre´ Stefanov included in [6]) one shows that any ar-
rangement of the detectors thwarting the nonlocal coor-
dination between Alice’s detectors and Bob’s ones would
allow Alice phoning to Bob faster-than-light and there-
fore conflicts with relativity.
Non-covariant “pilot wave”.—To avoid the standard
quantum nonlocality at detection in single-particle ex-
periments Einstein invoked in 1927 Louis de Broglie’s
explanation by means of “particle and pilot wave” [1],
which implies that the outcome is determined at the
beam-splitter.
Nonetheless, de Broglie’s local picture cannot be ex-
4tended to entanglement experiments with two or more
particles. Einstein himself is at the origin of this in-
sight with the celebrated EPR paper in 1935: The local
hidden variables of de Broglie (particle and pilot wave)
do not account for the nonlocal EPR correlations quan-
tum mechanics predicts [3]. To overcome this problem
David Bohm completed the de Broglie’s local model with
a “nonlocal quantum potential”. The theory was quite
inspiring for John Bell since it highlights that local hid-
den variable models do not suffice to explain quantum
mechanics. Bell showed that such models fulfill the well
known locality criteria of Bell inequalities, and are re-
futed by the experimental violation of these in the con-
ventional Bell experiments [3].
Moreover, de Broglie’s description cannot be consid-
ered “realistic”: The “pilot wave” is not a wave propagat-
ing in some material ether within the ordinary 3-space,
but rather a mathematical entity defined in the so called
“3N-space or configuration space” ([3] p. 128). In other
words, the “wave” guides the particle from outside the
ordinary space-time.
This means that de Broglie-Bohm’s model neither re-
stores realism nor locality at the end, and Bohm’s com-
pletion looks somewhat like an ad hoc solution merging
quite heterogeneous ingredients. Indeed, a main oddity
of the model is that the principle of nonlocality appears
only in experiments with two or more particles but does
not rule at all the single-particle experiments, whereas
one would expect that so a fundamental feature like non-
locality pervades the whole quantum mechanics, and gov-
erns the single-particle phenomena too. If the motivation
for keeping to Bohmian mechanics is to maintain a local
realistic description to some extent, why not do this in
a more consistent way and adopt a thorough local real-
istic view that holds also for many-particle experiments?
This is definitely possible by entering the “Church of
the Large Hilbert Space” and adhering to the version
of “many worlds” called “parallel lives” [12].
Another frequent defence of the model claims that it
saves the idea of temporal causality: Bohm’s “nonlocal
potential”, although traveling at infinite velocity, is sup-
posed to produce time-ordered outcomes with relation
to some “preferred frame” so that one outcome event
is the cause, and the other the effect [3, 4]. However
the model does not define the very notion of “preferred
frame” (its essential characteristic) in a clear and unam-
biguous way, and this omission is highly eloquent: If one
assumes infinite-speed influences to explain the quantum
correlations in the context of experiments with entan-
gled photon pairs, how can one define a time-order of the
events? The only possibility to do this it is to assume
that the time-order comes from the arrivals of the pho-
tons at the corresponding beam-splitters: So for instance
in the experiment sketched in Figure 2, one could sup-
pose that Alice’s photon arrives at BSA1 before Bob’s
photon arrives at BSB1, and this way Alice’s outcome
is the cause and precedes Bob’s one, which is the effect.
But this assumption implies again that it is possible to
define the speed of light in an absolute way. In other
words, the “preferred frame” Bohm’s theory postulates
cannot be other than that the experiment of Figure 1
aims to test, and Bohm’s “nonlocal potential” reduces to
the time-ordered quantum collapse.
Also here one could invoke Multisimultaneity and at-
tempt to combine Bohm’s idea of nonlocal time-ordered
potential with the relativity of simultaneity by using the
frames of the beam-splitters. Consider again the exper-
iment of Figure 2 and suppose the two beam-splitters
BSA1 and BSB1 are moving away from each other. Sup-
pose that in the inertial frame of BSA1 the decision at
BSA1 happens before the decision at BSB1, and in the
inertial frame of BSB1,the decision at BSB1 happens be-
fore the decision at BSA1 (before-before timing). Since
each beam-splitter’s decision cannot be determined by
the decision at the other, the model predicts that the
nonlocal correlation should disappear under the “before-
before” configuration. This prediction has been ruled out
by the experiment described in [7]. More recently, Mul-
tisimultaneity has been proved to imply communication
faster than light and conflict with relativity for 3- and
4-particle experiments [8]. Note also that Multisimul-
taneity is non-covariant and cannot be formulated in a
covariant way [13].
In summary, when one tries to give a sharp formulation
of the “pilot wave” model it seems that one is led either to
“many worlds” or to the non-covariant collapse presented
in this paper, which intrinsically conflicts with relativity.
In this sense the experimental refutation of the latter
means at the same time a refutation of Bohm’s “nonlocal
potential”.
Conclusion.—The facts that special relativity arrived
before quantum mechanics, and the Michelson-Morley
experiment has never been done with single-photons and
two detectors, have led to overlook that this experiment is
basic not only for relativity but also for quantum mechan-
ics. The experiment presented in in this paper (Figure 1)
closes this loophole bringing to light that the quantum
collapse excludes any preferred frame, and in this sense
implies “Lorentz-invariance” and relativity. By contrast,
any sharp formulation of the quantum collapse in terms
of time-ordered (non-covariant) infinite-speed influences
appears to lead to (testable and falsifiable) predictions
conflicting with relativity.
On the other hand by confirming relativity the exper-
iment shows that the correlated behavior exhibited by
A and B cannot be explained by influences propagat-
ing with velocity v ≤ c : The quantum collapse implies
relativity, and the relativistic structure of the space-time
implies that the quantum collapse is nonlocal (i.e., comes
from outside the space-time) and cannot be used by the
experimenter for communication faster than light.
5Thus the proposed experiment clearly highlights that
relativity and quantum physics are two inseparable as-
pects of one and the same description of the physical
reality. These two theories neither are incompatible with
each other nor have a “frail peaceful coexistence”, but
rather imply each other: we can’t have one without the
other.
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